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Over 280 teams from 26 states descended on the Indianapolis area to kick off the July exposure period. The event also hosted 
the Nike EYBL session, which included twelve of the country’s top Nike sponsored programs. IGBRR was able to take in the first 
two days of the event, covering the 52 Indiana teams that participated. Following are just a few prospects that got the 
evaluation period kicked off on the right foot with noticeable performances. 
 

 

 

 
2018 Maci Heimlich  5’7 PG Indiana’s Best  North White 
Solid consistent play from the point is what you get from this prospect. A bit under recruited, Maci’s ability to be an 
extension of her coach and make solid decisions with the ball is a big asset. She can knock it down from the perimeter 
and uses her savvy and ball handling to get to the rim when necessary.  

2019 Jorie Allen  6’1 F Gym Rats  Bedford North Lawrence 
Versatile forward on both ends, can really play and defend the 3-5 when called upon. Can stretch the floor offensively 
with her ability to knock down the 3 ball and shows some ability to create her own shot off the bounce from the 
perimeter. Makes strong moves on the low block and finishes through contact.  Multiple D1 offers. 

 



2019 Taylor Boruff  5’10 G Flight   Northwestern 
A creative player offensively, who can create match-up problems for opponents. Is able to break defenders down off 
the dribble and get the edge on drives. Comfortable creating her own shot in the midrange and shows ability to finish 
with variety around the basket. Strong court awareness and an effective passer. A strong creator already but a little 
extra foot speed would go a long way. D1 offer. 

2019 Logan Cox  6’1 F Flight   East Central 
Logan has made big strides in her game the last six months. Improved feet and hands, posting with strength and 
finishing with touch in multiple ways. Rebounds well in her area and able to protect paint on defensive end with 
length both blocking and altering shots. Needs to continue to add strength and work face up game. 

2019 Trintee Harris  5’8 PG MBA Select  Elkhart Central 
Extremely quick athlete with high level ball handling that excels at getting to the rim. Creates space for herself and 
teammates with handles, court vision, and passing ability. Doesn’t shot the jumper often but the stroke looks capable. 
Rebounds at a high level from the backcourt with elevation and pushes against guards and finishes against bigs in 
transition. Athleticism and energy allows from on ball pressure and deflections and steals in passing lanes. 

2019 Hannah Noveroske 6’4 C Gym Rats  Michigan City 
Combination of a big post frame with soft hands and capable feet make Hannah a handful in the post. Runs the floor 
fairly well for her size and establishes position on block with physical presence. Shows good hands on entry catch and 
a soft touch on finish around basket. Able to protect rim with size and length, continue work on mobility to defend 
face up game outside of paint. 

2019 Cameron Tabor 5’9 PG Magic   New Castle 
Really shows a knack just putting the ball in the basket. Is effective as a scorer in the midrange and comfortable 
creating her own shot from there but could be more aggressive about holding the edge on drives and creating at the 
basket. Sets up teammates for easy looks. Quick feet and hands defensively, strong on ball defender.  

2020 Ella Collier  5’10 W Flight   Danville 
A stock riser this club season. A versatile game with length. Can score at all levels and able to take advantage of 
mismatches.  Capable 3 point shooter with a nice mid-range game. Gets herself to the line and converts. Has the 
ability with length and athleticism to defend multiple spots and go to the boards.  

2020 Kyrstin Green  5’5 PG Lafayette BC  Lafayette Jeff 
Lightning quick with a strong handle, can get anywhere she wants on the floor. Gets into the paint and sucks the 
defense in, setting up teammates for easy looks. Developing midrange game off the bounce but is showing some 
variety and creativity, will be dangerous as she continues to develop. Pushes the ball in transition but doesn’t force 
the issue or put teammates in bad position.  

2020 Mallory Hawkins 5’8 G Flight   S.Vermillion 
Showed effort on both ends, getting after 50/50 balls and playing with a physical presence. Demonstrated ability to 
knock down open jumpers and handle ball and make good decisions against pressure. Defended with physical 
mindset and was willing to go to the boards. 

2020 Aliyah Evans  5’9 F Flight   Greensburg 
Combination of strength and a quick first step makes her tough to handle. Takes smaller players to the post and is 
able to create from the perimeter against slower defenders. Can hit the 3 with consistency. Active on the boards and 
is physical inside on both ends of the floor. Has the tools to play more at the guard spot but needs to work on foot 
speed to make a more permanent switch.  

 



2020 Keegan Sullivan 6’0 G SDE   South Bend St Joseph 
Dynamic scorer who can create a shot from any location on the floor. Hits difficult/contested shots at a high rate. 
Efficient three point shooter who can hit off the catch or dribble. High IQ player who sees plays before they develop 
on both offense and defense. Can be a force defensively at times, doesn’t get beat a lot defensively but could be 
more engaged at times. Multiple D1 offers. 

2021 Anna Henderson 5’10 G Indiana’s Best   Harrison 
Can do it all on both ends of the floor. Offensively she can play on the perimeter or in the post and is comfortable 
creating for herself and her teammates from either spot. Can hit from 3 but does most of her damage getting to the 
basket. Physical defender who can defend the perimeter or the post, always engaged defensively.  

2021 Sydney Jaynes  6’1 C/F Flight    Trinity Lutheran 
Active hands and strong footwork on D result in lots of deflections on both passes and shots. Rebounds well on both 
ends, keeping ball high on put backs on offense. Shows a variety of moves with back to the basket and finishes strong. 
Solid from the FT line. Comfortable on the perimeter offensively but could use some polish. Competes well on both 
ends. Understands when she has a mismatch and looks to take advantage.  

2021 Ari Wiggins  5’8 G Midwest Finest  Heritage Christian 
Ari already has most of the tools at an early age with a high level skill set, athleticism, and instincts. Excels at getting 
to the rim with quickness and handles and finishes with athleticism and body control. Capable shooter out to the 3 
line and can get on a roll, needs added consistency in her jump shot game. Quick hands and feet translate into steals, 
deflections and easy buckets in transition. Multiple D1 offers. 
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All Star Team 
Pool A 
Merideth Deckard, IN - Flight (U17) 

Pool AA 
Camryn Bradway, IN - Flight Nu-Vision (U15)Haley Foster, IN - Flight Nu-
Vision (U15) 

Pool AAA 
Hannah Noveroske, IN - Nike LGR (U15) 

Pool BB 
Kiara Barnett, IN - Garden Sparks (U15) 
Paige Jones, IN - Indy Ice (U15) 
Cherrelle Newsom, IN - Garden Sparks (U15) 
Haley Nichols, IN - Flight (U15) 

Pool C 
Keegan Sullivan, IN - Sky Digg Elite (U17) 

Pool DD 
Alaya Chapman, IN - Nike LGR (U14) 
Carlee Crabtree, IN - Nike LGR (U14) 

Pool EE 
Allison Bosse, IN - Indy Magic (U14) 
Paige Gregory, IN - Indy Magic (U14) 

Pool F 
Elizabeth York-achor, IN - Best (U17) 

Pool FF 
Abigail Pribble, IN - Best (U14) 
Malia Roberts, IN - Best (U14) 

Pool GG 
Christina Himelick, IN - MBA Select (U14) 

Pool H 
Angel Baker, IN - George Hill Lady Stars (U17) 
Rikki Harris, IN - George Hill Lady Stars (U17) 

Pool HH 
Addison Charles, IN - Best (U14) 
Jena Loer, IN - Best (U14) 

Pool II 
Tayler Barry, IN - Flight (U14) 
Jenna Gates, IN - Flight (U14) 
Sydney Jacobsen, IN – Laf Blue Chip (U14) 
Kiara Lewis, IN - Laf Blue Chip (U14) 

Pool J 
Je'kya Cummings, IN - Sky Digg Elite (U16) 

Pool K 
Sophia Kreag, IN - Sky Digg Elite (U16) 

Pool KK 
Alyssa Crockett, IN - Sky Digg Elite (U13) 
Shae Littleford, IN - Sky Digg Elite (U13) 
Ari Wiggins, IN - Midwest Finest (U13) 

Pool L 
Jazmin Brown, IN - The Family (U16) 
Nola Wilson, IN - The Family (U16) 

Pool LL 
Lauren Bates, IN - Sky Digg Elite (U13) 
Joslynn Spears, IN - Nike LGR (U13) 

 
 

Pool M 
Jordan Kintigh, IN - MBA Select (U16) 
Erica Zook, IN - MBA Select (U16) 

Pool MM 
Kaitlyn Costner, IN - MBA Select (U13) 
Emma Henderson, IN - Best (U13) 
Elliot Lareau, IN - Best (U13) 

Pool N 
Morgan Crook, IN - Best (U17) 
Maci Heimlich, IN - Best (U17) 

Pool NN 
Shamarah Allen, IN - MBA Select (U12) 
Hallie Rogers, IN - Flight (U13) 
Bailie Stephens, IN - MBA Select (U12) 

Pool O 
Lauryn Helton, IN - Flight (U17) 
Lexi Riggles, IN - Flight (U17) 

Pool OO 
Tenleigh Phelps, IN - Flight (U13) 
Ariana Riley, IN - Nike LGR (U12) 

Pool PP 
Courtney Fields, IN - Indy Ice (U13) 
Breasia Gamble, IN - Indy Ice (U13) 

Pool Q 
Carrie Scott, IN - Nike LGR (U16) 

Pool R 
Alexis Branham, IN - Flight (U17) 
Justis Gordon, IN - MBA Select Indy (U16) 
Bayleigh Runner, IN - Flight (U17) 
Mallory Whitsett, IN - MBA Select Indy (U16) 

Pool S 
Kyra Whitaker, IN - Heat (U17) 

Pool T 
Taylor Browning, IN - Indy Magic (U17) 
Claire Cherry, IN - Sky Digg Elite (U16) 
Emily Newcomb, IN - Sky Digg Elite (U16) 
Lindsey Syrek, IN - Indy Magic (U17) 

Pool U 
Alex Bratcher, IN - Best (U15) 
Adalynn Harper, IN - Best (U15) 

Pool W 
Makayla Roundtree, IN - MBA Select (U15) 
Leah Seib, IN - Indy Magic (U15) 
Cameron Tabor, IN - Indy Magic (U15) 

Pool X 
Chian Scott, IN - Nike LGR (U15) 
Shaune Sterling, IN - Nike LGR (U15) 

Pool Y 
Kaitlyn Davidson, IL - IN Best Select (U15) 
Aliyah Evans, IN - Flight (U15) 
Toni Joyner, IN - Flight (U15) 
Kristian Young, IL - IN Best Select (U15) 

Pool Z 
Dazia Drake, IN - Flight (U15) 
Jurnee Flournoy, IN - The Family (U15) 
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